We offer you a meaningful relationship.

More than a casual acquaintance, the DURSBAN* brand name means a lot more to you than a highly effective line of insecticides. There's a wealth of efficacy research showing top performance on turf and ornamental pests. And toxicology research which fully supports your continued safe use. Because of this and your professional use of the product, an excellent safety record has been established for DURSBAN.

But the real point is that there is plenty of information available to help support your business...whether it's for selling, training or problem-solving. And, Dow manpower is available to you. So if you need to call on us, you'll know we mean it when we say that we want to help you, and that we have the materials and information needed to provide that help.

We honor your needs when it comes to insecticide products too. DURSBAN 2E and 4E Insecticides, the industry standards, and DURSBAN 50W Insecticide, the wettable powder for treating turf, ornamentals and trees. Because the solvent has been eliminated, DURSBAN 50W offers low phytotoxicity. It is compatible with wettable powder fungicides. And it offers extended residual control...eight weeks and more.

We offer you the quality products to support your professionalism. We promise you sales literature and training to help you improve your business. And we support your industry associations with financial, educational and research programs.

DURSBAN—More than a casual acquaintance, the name means a lot more than just a chemical in a can. Ask your Dow distributor about our "DURSBAN Delivers the Goods" incentive program. Be sure to read and follow all label directions and precautions. Agricultural Products Department, Midland, Michigan 48640.

DURSBAN
A good partner.

Dow Chemical U.S.A.
*Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company.
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Street Trees Need to Change As Cities Change

Trees that worked well when our commercial centers were first developed can no longer take the strain of today's cities. Horticulturist Doug Chapman offers six tips for selecting street trees.

Winter Damage Is Up Greatly, Weather Fools Plants

Normally temperate regions of the South were hit this winter with fluke cold spells. Horticulturist Michael Dirr describes why plants failed to adjust this winter.

Mower Wounds Add Up to Kill Valuable Urban Trees

Operators of trim mowers can kill valuable trees by careless small injuries to the base of trees. Drs. Shigo and Tattar show how bumps kill trees.

The Magazine of Landscape and Golf Course Management Since 1962

Computers, Specialization Aid Public Managers

Government landscape managers reap new benefits from computers and separation from public works and recreation departments.

Arlington: Prestigious Memorial to Heroes

The landscape of Arlington National Cemetery helps honor those worthy of burial there.

Report Card For Parks Spurs Involvement

The Oak Ridge, TN, Parks Department solicits comments from the public. The result is greater pride and productivity.

Ground Control Means Plants To NASA's Meyer

Houston's Johnson Space Center is 1,600 acres of turf and plants maintained to protect NASA's precise image.
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ABY VALVE The new concept in brass valve design... the ABY. Straight through flow pattern results in minimal friction (pressure) loss allowing for downsizing efficiency. Sizes ¼" through 2".

ACTUATORS Valve actuators (adaptors) feature self-aligning swivel base, bellow-shaped diaphragm, slim configuration. Your choice of all brass... the BAC; brass and plastic... the VAC; or all plastic... the PAC.

CONTROLLERS After more than five years of intensive in-the-field use, the state of the art MC Series Controllers are still the industry standard. The four station to thirty-six station units feature solid state micro-computer reliability.

Irri-Trol® mfg., inc.
irrigation control systems

Write or call for full color catalog.

27940 Beale Court, Valencia, California 91355 • Phone: (805) 257-2333
Telex: 662600 INTROLMFG VALE
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Our line breaks down easily. Our tractors don't.

Outdoor jobs are as simple as mowing a lawn or clearing a driveway. And as tough as grading a home site or digging a drainage ditch. The only thing most commercial outdoor jobs have in common, in fact, is that John Deere has diesel utility tractors to handle them all.

A 2-cylinder, 14.5 PTO horsepower model. A 60 PTO horsepower, 4-cylinder model. And six sizes in between.

For mowing, loading, grading, backhoeing, whatever job you need to get done, quickly and reliably.

As much as our tractor lineup varies in size, there are many similarities you'll see on a closer look.

Like dependable sliding gear transmissions. Water-cooled diesel engines designed for hour after hour of productive work. Safety and comfort features that make long hours on the job easier for you.

Even our more than 50 capacity-matched attachments carry on the John Deere reputation. And of course, you can rely on John Deere dealer service.

If you're in the market for a utility tractor your business can depend upon, you need only see one company: John Deere.

For the name of the nearest dealer, or free folders on our compact utility line, call 800-447-9126 toll free (Illinois 800-322-6796) or write John Deere, Dept. 67, Moline, Illinois 61265.

John Deere utility tractors. As a line, they hold together very well. Individually, they hold together even better.

Nothing Runs Like a Deere®

Circle No. 111 on Reader Inquiry Card
Weather changes standards for cold hardiness in Texas

Tip of the Month—Ft. Worth, TX. Plant Pro Rich Pluenneke has reported plants currently rated to survive Texas winters are suffering severe damage this winter.

Some zone 7 and 8 plants are having trouble with the December low temperatures in the 20's. Ligustrum and oleander have been hit hard. "Losses were expected to reach 15 to 20 percent in December," Pluenneke said. "Recent checks indicate losses may go as high as 70 percent in Ft. Worth."

Turf has also been hit. Pluenneke said "Raleigh" St. Augustine appears winter-damaged in his area. "Raleigh" is a variety developed in North Carolina to withstand colder winter temperatures than other types of St. Augustine.

Although this winter may not be matched for years, Pluenneke thinks Texas landscape architects and contractors should take note of the losses and reevaluate the problem plants for their area.

Pinkus claims colleges care more about grants than students

Outgoing Associated Landscape Contractors of America President Dave Pinkus blasted colleges for caring more about grants than preparing students for the business world during a speech at ALCA's annual conference in Phoenix.

"Higher educational institutions are more interested in research grants and protection of tenured faculty than they are in producing marketable students," exclaimed Pinkus. "Our industry's number one problem is finding qualified people."

Pinkus outlined four areas where colleges fall short. Few schools require business courses for landscape contracting students, encourage students to gain industry exposure, have faculty with exposure to the landscape industry, and know individual needs of the landscape market or students.

"You could say colleges are cheating the students, fired Pinkus. ALCA is trying to help colleges to develop landscape contracting curricula by visiting them and explaining the needs of the market.

Changing technology creates shortfall in new talent

If your son or daughter is wondering what career to pursue, Dale E. Wolf thinks he or she should look into agricultural technology.

Wolf is group vice president, agricultural chemicals for Du Pont. "Technology is literally racing ahead in numerous fields today," Wolf points out. "We (agriculture) may be sidetracked simply because we cannot organize and train the necessary army of talented and highly trained scientists, technicians and managers. Too few American students recognize there are dozens of careers in agriculture which will place them on the leading edge of major scientific developments."
The overwhelming choice among America's biggest lawn care companies is Betasan® for crabgrass control.

In fact, in a survey of 75 of the largest companies, Betasan is used by four out of five.

It's not hard to see why. Because year after year, Betasan gives lawn care professionals better control of Smooth and Hairy Crabgrass, without a worry about damaging existing turf. One application usually stops crabgrass cold, all year long.

Betasan is easy to apply and available in liquid and granular formulations.

BETASAN®

NO.1 AGAINST CRABGRASS.

Betasan is safe and effective on established bluegrass, fescue, bentgrass, Bermuda grass, annual and perennial rye, Zoysia, bahia, centipede and St. Augustine.

So when the battle with crabgrass is your number one priority, use the number one crabgrass control. Betasan. The first choice on the home front. Always follow label directions carefully.

Stauffer Chemical Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, Westport, Connecticut 06881.

Circle No. 149 on Reader Inquiry Card
A former lawn care company employee who balanced a murder defense on chemical intoxication was found guilty in a Massachusetts courtroom in February in the garroting, bludgeoning death of a 34-year-old woman.

David Garabedian, 23, in a precedent-setting defense, alleged the chemicals he used as an employee at Old Fox Lawn Care, induced temporary insanity and caused him to strangle and bludgeon to death Eileen Muldoon, a Middlesex (Mass.) County woman. Muldoon caught Garabedian urinating in her yard while he was working in a neighboring yard. In the ensuing argument, Garabedian allegedly strangled and bludgeoned the woman with rocks from a nearby wall.

It took 16 jurors seven hours to reach the guilty verdict.

Industry reaction to the verdict has been mixed. Most lawn care operators, however, feel the whole incident was over much too quickly to have formed any kind of lasting public sentiment.

"It was a situation that could have taken place in any industry or in any business," said Paul Bizon of Prograss, Hubbard, OR. "It's unfortunate he (Garabedian) hung it on the chemical industry."

John Kenney, owner of Turf Doctor in Framingham, MA, and president of the Professional Lawn Care Association of America said, "If you let your imagination go, you could easily imagine any former employee who ever got a hangnail suing you for damages."

The impact of the trial on the convicted man's former employer has been "minimal" according to Dr. J. Wilkinson of Old Fox.

"We have not heard from any of our customers in regard to the trial whatsoever."

However, some lawn care operators voiced concern that ramifications from the trial may come down the road, such as around the routine spraying time of insecticides.
YAZOO HYDRO RIDER

Makes mowing a one-pedal operation.

A single foot pedal controls hydraulic shifting and acceleration. Shift from full forward speed to full reverse smoothly with the Yazoo Hydro Rider. The smooth, hydraulic action gives you a range of infinitely variable speeds.

The floating cutter deck follows ground contours for smooth, even cutting. It raises and lowers hydraulically too. Because the blades are out front, you cut right up to the water’s edge without bogging down; under branches and shrubs; under and close to fences; and it turns so tight around poles, there’s little need for follow-up trimming.

Try out the Yazoo Hydro Rider at your Yazoo dealer now. Even if you won’t be operating it, you’ll want to take the controls of the mowing machine your crew won’t want to turn loose.

YAZOO

Quality commercial mowers since 1945.

DISTRIBUTORS

ALABAMA/GEORGIA
AUTO ELECTRIC AND
CARBURETOR, INC.
2625 South 6th Avenue/
P.O. Box 2246
Birmingham, Alabama 35201
(205) 323-7113/(800) 292-4039
Attn: George Reed

CANADA
BROUWER TURF EQUIPMENT LTD.
Woodbine Avenue
Keswick, Ontario, Canada L4P3E9
(416) 476-4311/Attn: G. J. Brouwer

NORTHERN TWO-THIRDS OF
ILLINOIS, IOWA, MINNESOTA,
NEBRASKA, NORTH DAKOTA,
SOUTH DAKOTA AND WISCONSIN
CENTRAL DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
Route 45-54-24 East
Gilman, Illinois 60938
(800) 435-0949/illinois (800) 892-0929
Attn: Marion Roberts or Gerald Kreeb

EASTERN AND CENTRAL KENTUCKY,
OHIO
MID-EAST POWER EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
P.O. Box 658
Lexington, Kentucky 40568
(606) 253-0896
Kentucky (800) 432-0823
Ohio & Tennessee (800) 394-9565
Attn: John Spence

NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH
CAROLINA, VIRGINIA AND
WEST VIRGINIA
PORTER BROTHERS, INC.
1006 East Dixie Blvd.
Shelby, N.C. 28150
(704) 482-3424/Attn: Chuck Bolt

NEW YORK
JOHN REINER CO., INC.
946 Spearpoint St./Syracuse, NY 13208
(315) 474-5741

CONNECTICUT, DELAWARE, MARYLAND,
NEW JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA, RHODE
ISLAND AND BERMUDA
JOHN REINER CO., INC.
145 Commerce Road/Carlstadt, NJ 07072
(201) 460-9444/Attn: George Gale

MAINE, MASSACHUSETTS, NEW
Hampshire and Vermont
DIESEL ENGINE SALES
109 Tupper St./Stoughton, MA 02072
(617) 341-1763

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA,
SOUTHERN KENTUCKY, MISSOURI
AND MICHIGAN
TRI-STATE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
345 Leitchfield Road
Owensboro, Kentucky 42301
(800) 626-8444/Attn: Jim Hargan

FLORIDA, PUERTO RICO, BAHAMAS
YAZOO OF FLORIDA
3440 Edgewater Drive/P.O. Box 7516
Orlando, Florida 32804
(305) 843-1093/Attn: W. W. Baker

ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
TENNESSEE
YAZOO MFG. CO., INC.
3650 Bay Street/P.O. Box 4449
Jackson, Mississippi 39216
(601) 366-6421/Attn: Howard Day

CONNECTICUT, DELAWARE, MARYLAND,
NEW JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA, RHODE
ISLAND AND BERMUDA
FLIGHTS EQUIPMENT CO.
1409 Telephone Road
P.O. Box 8677
Houston, Texas 77223
(713) 853-5079/Attn: Gene Branch
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